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• Abstract (300 words):
The lecture will present on-going research that develops a data-driven tool to predict displacement and gentrification resulting from privatization processes of affordable housing. Many American cities are facing demographic changes as result of gradual privatization processes; On the one hand, urbanization and migration processes and extending life expectancy are accentuating the need to provide affordable housing. On the other hand, the neoliberal fragment planning system forces cities to relay on Private-Public-Partnerships to redevelop. In the midst of these two conflicting urban trends, privatization processes of affordable housing are gradually changing the demographic profile of cities. Unlike urban renewal projects that cannot pass without the public attention, as the building destruction perforates the urban fabric, privatization processes are happening quietly and behind closed doors. However, the cumulative change they produce is almost as dramatic as those urban renewal projects of the sixties that have pushed weak populations out of city centers. This study joins the research and practitioners’ communities’ attempts to examine the nature of these demographic movements, mainly displacement and gentrification, and to develop a practical tool that will be able to predict those changes. It asks: How might the demographics of a neighborhood change as a result of the privatization processes of buildings that were
previously affordable? To trace those changes the tool simulates demographic movements through an Agent Base Model (ABM) in a concrete environment undergoing accelerated privatization. Roosevelt Island in NYC was chosen as a unique case study of a planned mixed-income community, with tenants protected under Mitchell Lama and Section 8 affordability plans, that are about to or already expired. Building on ethnographic fieldwork combined with census data, history of past rents and sales and tenant-owner legal agreements, the simulation run through several scenarios to depict the changing the demographics of the island.
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